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ABSTRACT

I Nonlinearities are very significant for the surging

motion of a ship in a following sea. Results are presently

available only for the surging motion in regular following

waves. The law of superposition cannot be used to treat the

I nonlinear surging motion in an irregular sea. Therefore,

it is not possible to extend the results obtained in regular

waves to predict the behavior in an irregular sea.

A method to overcome these difficulties to invest-

I igate nonlinear surging motion in an irregular sea is pre-

sented in Part 1 of this report. Using this method, results

j are obtained for nonlinear surging motion; in particular,

solutions are given for the acceleration of a ship to an

increased speed and for the subsequent run at that increased

speed.

Based on the results obtained in Part 1, the problem

of broaching is discussed in Part 2. A connection between

broaching and nonlinear surging motion was presumed in previous
discussions about broaching. This connection is confirmed

and, furthermore, nonlinear surging motion is found to be

the most important pre-condition for broaching.

I
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I

SURGING MOTION OF A SHIP
IN AN IRREGULAR FOLLOWING SEA

INTRODUCTION

To compute the surging motion of a ship in a head

sea, a linearized equation of motion can be assumed. This

Sleads to a straightforward solution in regular waves. The
surging motion in an irregular head sea can be treated as a

j. random process and solved by the method of St. Denis and

Pierson.'

The assumption of linearization may not, however,
be valid for surging motion in a following sea, since non-

linearities become significant in this case. This fact was

demonstrated in refs. 2 and 3 where it was noted that in a

j certain range of propeller thrust, the oscillatory surging

motion vanishes in regular following seas and the ship is

forced to run at the same speed as the wave. This behavior

is very striking and is believed to be connected in some way

with many known cases of ships broaching in following seas.

Because this striking behavior in a regular follow-

ing wave is due to nonlinearities, no conclusion about the
analogous behavior in an irregular following sea is possible.

A treatment of the surging motion in an irregular following

sea must include the influence of these nonlinearities and

great difficulties arise from this requirement. No scien-

tific treatment of this sort is known to the author.

This paper attempts to overcome these difficulties.

No complete solution of the problem is attained, but some

answers are found -- particularly to the question of whether

the ship can be accelerated to a greater extent than may be

predicted by a linear equation of motion.
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THE EQUATION OF SURGING MOTIONS
AND THE ROLE OF NONLINEARITIES

A two-dimensional irregular sea may be represented

by:

h(x,t) )r( An) A cos[_n2x+G) t+u )n[-•--wn tu 1 n n ] Wi

or = C cos x+w1t+ aiW) VT-w )d

The force in the longitudinal direction produced

by a regular longitudinal wave (the exciting surging force)

ca:, be approximated by using the Froude-Kryloff hypothesis.

The ratio of this force divided by the wave amplitude can be

represented by:

G (2)L
eh'.V~f(Ž) ~Ž V. f( (2)

hg g

weef(X) =f(L

where f(f-) and denotes the forcing function of the

exciting surging force. This function depends on the form

of the ship and on the ratio of wave length to ship length.

For the numerical computation carried out and represented in

this paper, the following is used as a possible function

(Fig. 1):

sin (C-) - (£) cos 7gL

(w •2L% s (3)

In the same manner, the surging force on a ship in a two-

dimensional irregular sea running longitudinally becomes:
00

F CO Jcs2.x + Wt + a (W)j a 2i f (-L) r (w) dw (4)

0
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I

It is convenient to divide this force by the mass of the

ship: m =.!. The result has the dimensions of acceleration:

F J0 cos[w2 x + Wt + o(W)] wf(rcdi (5)m Lg

If we assume that the ship is moving at a constant

mean velocity V, where the propeller thrust is equal to the

. calm water resistance, we may choose our coordinate system for

X0, the surging motion, where the origin is also moving at

I velocity V. The equation for surging motion can then be

written as:

(m+Mxx) X*o+N~ o m cos[W2 Xo+ Wt+ a(W)] •,,ft()r(w) df

1 (6)
The added mass may be small and will be neglected

I for the purpose of this paper. The damping force Nxo will be
insignificant in most cases.

Equation 6 is nonlinear due to the term x on the

right-hand side. This nonlinearity is insignificant in the

cases of a ship at zero speed or running in head seas, but

may be significant for a ship running in following seas.

Summarizing, for the ship running in head seas or

for the ship at zero speed, the terms xo and Mxx can be

neglected. Then eq. 6 becomes:

00

NX+j Xo = cos [w(*+ -V)t+ a(w)]. owf'() r(w)dw (7)
g

and the spectrum for the motion, that is for xo, Xo or o

can be determined. For instance, xo will be:

I
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C

° 0cosE (I +-)t+(w/i• ) () r(n))W T dc (8)
0(N) 2 W2 (1+dW) 2

If the same assumptions were used for the ship in

a following sea, eq. 7 would be replaced by:

o0 ma0 fC L
0

and instead of eq. 8, the following surging velocity would

be found:

00X0 = 10 cos[ W ( 1- ý2Y) t y(W) + wdp 2 X r10)

0 ýN + 2 (~~)2

Because (l -ýL-) equals 0 for a certain circular
N

frequency w and becausel Nwill be a small value, eq. 10
m

would produce a large velocity " . Moreover, the displace-

ment x0 computed from equation 9 or equation 10 would become

infinite. Therefore, it is not permissible to neglect xo

on the right-hand side of equation 6 for a ship in a follow-

Ing sea.

Reference 2 shows that the nonlinearity represented
by the term x on the right-hand side of eq. 6 is significant

o

in the case of the ship in a regular following sea and is

responsible for the striking behavior mentioned in the

Introduction. Unfortunately, a scientific treatment of this

behavior in irregular following seas is not possible by the

method of St. Denis and Pierson.' Therefore, another method

is proposed which does not result in a complete solution but

does provide answers to certain basic questions about surging

motions in irregular following seas.

R-929
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THE IMPULSE SPECTRUM

The way to such answers is opened by introducing

an impulse spectrum which will be described below.

Equation 6 may be sufficiently correct to satisfy
j the aims of this paper provided that a means of solving this

equation can be found. The equation is nonlinear, however,

and it is not possible to obtain a solution in the conven-

tional manner.

A different approach will now be tried. Let time
be stopped at an arbitrary point, t, and let the succeeding

time be represented by T . Neglecting Mxx, eq. 6 is nowI written as

0o mXo = fcos[ - x 0 + De(t+T) +o(W) 4 f2(_L)r(w) dw (11)

0 Equation 11 can be written for a ship in a head sea

as follows:

N = Icos T Xo +CD(l+v-V) (t+ -) +y(WD 4 (r(w)dcu
xo+*m x0 T= g c (1f)l f2 L@.)(D

(12)

and for a ship in a following sea:

0= cos[ZXo _W(l-D)(t+r) +a(WD a14f2(4)r(w) dcu

0 (13)

To illustrate, assume that in a model test, the
model initially is attached to a carriage moving at a constant
speed, V, at which the mean propeller thrust equals the mean

resistance (see remarks preceding eq. 6). Then, at an
arbitrary time t, and r = 0, the model is released from its
attachment to the carriage. For the free model, time is now

I
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represented by T and t is considered as a constant. Obvious-

ly it is not possible to make the same assumption for a full

scale ship. But this will riot exclude the use of the same

method for the ship, because in an irregular sea a severe

sea can follow a long interval of relatively moderate seas.

Using this concept, x0 , k0, and i0 in eqs. 11, 12,

or 13 will represent functions of T with certain conditions

at T = 0. Obviously it is not possible to solve eqs. 11, 12

and 13 in this form for the reason given in connection with

eq. 6. Next, both sides of these equations are integrated

over r from T = 0 to T = T. Equation 13 then becomes

T T

0] dT =f fCosQ x- w X L _ Wý 2) (t +T) +C(W042 4O f2Xr6) dcw dr

o o0 (14)

The left-hand side of eq. 14 becomes

o (t+T) - ko(t) + 1 [Xo(t+T) - xo(tt (15)

In general, the right-hand side of eq. 14 cannot

be integrated and a complete solution is not possible. But

the following procedure will now be tried. If an arbitrary

surge motion, xo, is assumed, the right-hand side of eq. 14

can be integrated with respect to T. The result of this

integration can then be compared withexp. 15 to see if the

assumed xo will satisfy that equation. This is the most im-

portant part of the proposed method and the spectrum obtained

as a result of integrating the right-hand side of eq.14 with

respect to T is called an impulse spectrum.

The most interesting question about surging motion

in a following sea is whether the ship can be accelerated by

the waves and maintain a speed higher than its mean speed for

an extended time. To examine this, first assume an

R-929
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accelerated motion, x0 , for computing the impulse spectrum

and then test this assumption to see if such a motion satis-

fies eq. 14.

Now for xo, assume an accelerated motion with a

constant acceleration, b.

x o bTr (16)

Then, the right-hand side of eq. 14 becomes:

I T
i[ w(i-•V 4t+((.))() mV T b. T1

j Ref ei [t o)]- (f g g dT

0 0(17)

j Now the integration over t can be performed:

Te [ i-) 9 b 2] dT (18)!0
If b 0 , expression 18 becomes:

e 2 g° sin 17(i- _g (19a)

±2 (l9
If b/O, expression 18 becomes:

J ei du (19b)

The integral in exp. 19b is known as a Fresnel

Integral and is tabulated in ref. 4. If the computations are

to be performed on an electronic digital computer, it will be

more convenient to integrate after eiu2 is expanded in a series.

I R-929
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The exponential function in exps. 19a and 19b can be

included in a new phase, a(w), of the resulting representa- I
tion of the impulse. Without this exponential function,
exp.19b is T times a dimensionless complex function of

(wT), (1 ) and (k)"

ofo

Te phas du =n eT p I T1 bs not the, sa1 bta

WT g gv IG 199

- 2bV (20)1

CO Then exp. 17 can be replaced by

JCoswl - P-jt +o(w)1IW 4f2(X~) T2(12+y2) r(w)dau (21)

The phase a in exp. 21 is not the same as that

in exp.17 but this is not important since in each case a is

a random value. The spectrum

W4f2(-L) T2 (I 2 +y 2 ) r(w) (22)

may be called the impulse spectrum for the surging motion.

The impulse (exp. 21)is represented as an arbitrary

superposition of a finite or infinite number of harmonic com-

ponents in the same manner as the irregular seaway itself.

It is dependent on

1. the seaway spectrum, r

2. the forcing function,

3. the time for which the impulse is computed, T

4. the assumed surge motion, x 0

R-929
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II
Now eq. 14 must be satisfied. Using the assumed

j motion of eq. 16 on the left-hand side of eq. 14 as repre-

sented in exp. 15:

b Nm(I 2) Co [wl-ýýV)t+a(w)]/4f2(~T 2(i2+y2 ) r(23)
0 (23)

This equation is satisfied only for a unique valueLof b and it can be used to estimate this acceleration, b, as

a function of the time interval, T. The influence of the

n onlinearity due to the term x0 on the right-hand side of

eq. 14 will be included in this estimate.

I
APPLICATION TO THE BEHAVIOR OF A SHIP
IN A REGULAR FOLLOWING SEA

To demonstrate what can be expected of the proposed

method, first the case in regular following waves is treated.
For this case, a result found by a more exact method is

i known. 2  For this special case, eq. 23 becomes:

bT +NT2= cos (1- -)t + C(CL)] (D•f (L) TI+ h (24)

because in this case TdY must be replaced by the wave

amplitude h.

It is convenient to replace [U2f (I)R] by b. This

value b represents the amplitude of the acceleration which

can be produced by the wave. This can be seen from eqs. 2

and 5. Then eq. 24 is rewritten:

bT+ T2 =b T I2 +Y2  cos [(l--V) t + a(C)j (25)

Remember the meaning of b: it represents an

average acceleration over a time interval T which begins at

I the time t.

R-929
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We are most interested in the maximum value of the

impulse. For this maximum value, the harmonic function in

eq. 25 is replaced by 1. This harmonic function only serves

to show that the impulse depends on the time t at which the

model is released from the carriage and that this deipendence

is harmonic. For this most interesting case, eq. 25 becomes:

bT+m b T2 = LT 2 (26)

Remember that I and Y are functions of WT, (1 -
g

b
T Now for the regular waves, given by w and B, and for

a mean velocity V a time interval T is chosen and the maximum

value of the average acceleration b for this time interval

or the increment of velocity bT is determined from eq. 26.

This computation is carried out for different time intervals

T and the results are presented in Fig. 2.

In Fig. 2 the increment of velocity produced by the

waves in the time interval T is plotted versus T. This

diagram shows that for small values of T, the increment of

velocity does not depend on the velocity V. In this range
the average acceleration b equals the maximum possible

acceleration b. But for larger time intervals T the average

acceleration b is smaller than b because the location of the

model relative to the wave is changed within this interval T.

The influence of the velocity V on the increment of velocity

is very significant. If the velocity V equals the wave

velocity C=+, the parameter on the curves equals 0 and the

increment of velocity is relatively emall. But the higher

velocity will continue for a relatively long time. If the

velocity V is smaller than the wave velocity, the parameter

on the curves increases and the increment of velocity also

increases. But if the velocity V becomes too small, a very

R-929
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striking change can be seen. Then the increment of velocity

remains small, and furthermore, this increment exists for

only a very short time. It can be concluded from Fig. 2

that for values of the parameter[(l9- )Vij smaller than

1.1, the model will be accelerated to such an extent that it

will attain the wave velocity and run with the wave. But

[for parameters [(1-f)- larger than 1.1, the increment

of velocity remains small and the model can never maintain

the wave velocity.

Nearly the same result is obtained in ref. 2.
Quantitatively the agreement is not perfect. But a perfect

agreement could not be expected because the question is not

exactly the same as in ref. 2. Reference 2 poses the ques-

tion as to the condition under which a wave will force a ship

to run at the wave velocity. On the other hand, the method

developed here is used to find what maximum increment of

velocity can be imposed on a ship by a wave in a given time

interval. In spite of this difference, comparison of the

results shows that the method developed in this report is

reasonable and can be used to obtain useful answers for a

model or a ship in regular following waves.

Of course, the increment of velocity may be very

small and may even be negative, depending upon the time t at

which the model is released. But we are primarily interested

in the largest possible increment of velocity and therefore
have replaced the harmonic function in eq. 25 with a value of

[ unity.

Strictly speaking, due to the assumption of eq. 16,

I Fig. 2 should be used only in the region where the accelera-

tion is constant (close to the line b =b). However, a good

I approximation is obtained if each curve's use is restricted

to the range below the point of maximum increment of velocity.

R-929I-11-



It should be remembered that nonlinearities have

an important effect on these results. An accelerated ship

remains on the slope of a wave which produces the accelera-

tion a longer interval of time than does a non-accelerated

ship. This effect is included in the computation only if the

nonlinearities are taken into account.

APPLICATION OF THE PROPOSED METHOD TO CASES IN WHICH
A LINEARIZATION MAY BE ALLOWED

For the ship running in head seas or for the ship

at zero speed the nonlinearity is not significant and there-

fore can be neglected. Now it will be demonstrated that the

proposed method delivers useful results for this case.

For the model in regular waves, eq. 25 or eq. 26

must be used. But for cases in which the nonlinearity can be

neglected, the more simple expression for (I + iY) written

in exp.19a can be used instead of the more complicated ex-

pression written inexp. 19b:

(I + iy) sin[Z(l + -Y)]
(T (+ 1 2 9V) for head seas (27)
2 g-

Then eq. 26 for determining the maximum value of the average

acceleration b or of the increment of velocity (bT) becomes:

bT+ t T =ST L 2 +)

W(1 WV (28)

The influence of the damping coefficient N is small if
m

application is restricted to the range below the first maxi-

mum. The maximum possible increment (for N = 0) amounts to:

R-929
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mx W (29a)

I. and will be reached in a time interval:

T l +=)7 for (bT)max (29b)
g"

I Solution of the linearized equation of surging motion with
zero damping force in a regular head sea gives:

1. an amplitude of oscillatory surging velocity
one-half the value obtained from eq. 29a, and
q 2. a period double the value obtained from

eq. 29b.

This confirms the relations for a harmonic oscil-

lation, where the maximum increment of velocity equals two
times the velocity amplitude, and it occurs during one-half
of the period of oscillation, as shown in Fig. 3.

For the case in an irregular head sea, the spectrum

on the right-hand side of eq. 23 becomes, without the non-

linearity,

Sc~f 2 (-) T 2  sin [-A(l+ff)j 2

L -UT + -) r(30)

This result, for a vanishing damping force, is in
complete agreement with the result obtained in the normal way
from the linearized equation of motion (eq. 7). Also, for

the case of a vanishing damping force, exp. 30 represents the
spectrum of the increment of velocity. On the other hand,

I. eq. 8 is the result for the velocity of a straightforward

solution of eq. 7. The increment in any time interval T,

therefore, can be determined for this linearized case direct-

ly from eq. 8.

R-929
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Increment of velocity = ;k (t + T) - Xo (t) =

oo J cos [Co( i-+Y) ( t+T) +a(wo)] - cos[V(l+Y) t+a (LD)j] '2 f2 (.)r(c•)
0~ ~ 0i'Y

gog

0 (31)

= cos[(l+g) t+al( 2 i( l2+-

0

The spectrum of the increment of velocity found in
this normal way is the same as the impulse spectrum (exp. 30).

For the cases discussed in this section and the
previous one, there is no advantage in using the proposed

method in place of the method developed in refs. 1 or 2.

However, the former method can not be used in treating the
surging motion in an irregular following sea since the in-

fluence of nonlinearity is not included.

IMPULSE FOR ANOTHER ASSUMPTION OF THE VELOCITY 00

In the section entitled "Impulse Spectrum," a
motion with a constant acceleration b within the time in-
terval T is assumed and then the impulse is calculated. It

is known from refs. 2 and 3 that in a regular following sea
the ship is accelerated only to the wave speed and after that,

it runs with the wave for an unlimited time. Figure 2 also

shows a similar trend.

Therefore, it is also interesting to calculate the

impulse for a velocity k which remains constant after a0
certain increment of velocity Is reached.

R-929
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[x
S10 = br for 05 T1

tTo x o = bT1 for T 1 - r -T 2
[t--O t-T1 t=_T •t

2(32)

For this case, exp. 18 must be supplemented by a second term:

IT [ l-qL-)r+ T' 2 i[joW(1-4~Y)r+ 2LT +XbT (T-Ti)]
J9i[ gm c 2b S g gdi-g

i T -a(i•1•••e-• T] dT+ j2 e i -(I••)T•m ••-a I(-1 •• •dT

0 T1 (33)

Expression 33 then takes the place of exp. 19b to become

the following:

e e du

a F2 iJ-1-) (34)[g
VI+b

sin [.(T-T 1 ) (-i+v- + i [-+--+bg g [- -+fg7

+ b [-+9 9 9 j )ri + 1eg

V It may be supposed that the assumption of an interval of

constant velocity following acceleration will lead to a pre-

diction of a ship running at the dominant wave speed for an

extended period of time. Instead of exp. 22, the resulting

impulse spectrum becomes:

M 4 f2) T 2 (I 2 + y 2) r(() (35)
1 2 2

R-929I -15-



where T1 2 [122 +Y 2
2 ] represents the square of the absolute

value of exp. 34.

Discussion of the irregular sea case will be con-

tinued later; the following applies only to a regular sea.

It is assumed that the ship is accelerated to the wave speed

and the question is whether or not the ship will continue to

run at the wave speed. (wave speed =-

bT1  - V (36)

This equation, put inexp. 34, results in:

25 eiu2 dul-j( -b 1V e du + :ýg (T2 - TI) (37)
a b I_ _ z

g 9 2b

This means that during the second time interval Tj<

T <T2, the impulse grows linearly with the time, or in other

words, the force in the longitudinal direction remains con-

stant. Therefore, if the condition of eq. 26 can be ful-

filled for the first time interval, the ship can run with

the wave an infinite time. Also this result is very close

to the results obtained in refs. 2 and 3.

A mean wave speed will be dominant in an irregular

sea. If the model can be accelerated by the sea to this mean

wave speed, a long run at this wave speed appears possible.

Therefore, it can be expected that the approach developed in

this section will be useful for the case in an irregular sea.

R-929
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SOME RESULTS FOR NONLINEAR BEHAVIOR IN[AN IRREGULAR FOLLOWING SEA

In the fourth and fifth sections it was shown that

the proposed method leads to useful results for the oscilla-

tory surging motion In an irregular head sea as well as for

[the striking nonlinear behavior of a model in regular follow-

ing waves. Now the method will be used to investigate the

nonlinear behavior in an irregular following sea.

The numerical computations are carried out on the

j IBM 1620 electronic computer at Stevens Institute of

Technology.

A two-dimensional modified Neumann spectrum is

assumed for the irregular sea:

r(2) = we e e (38)

The constant C amounts to 32 ft 2 sec- 5 for the Neumann

spectrum, but for the computations performed for this study,

C was reduced by the factor 0.75 to 24 ft 2 sec- 5 . The in-

I fluence of the three-dimensional nature of the real sea on

the surging force is estimated by this reduction.

Equation 3 is used for the surging force function.

Then the impulse spectrum amounts to (see exp. 22):

_r e u2%2 sin T--1 -7--]T2
2 •2 3 /2 L\3 I+•

=g- " (39)

where T2 (I 2 + y2 ) represents the square of the absolute value
of the integral (exp. 18). It can be taken as in:

!
R-929
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1. exp. 19a, if nonlinearity is excluded,

2. exp. l9b, if nonlinearity is included and
eq. 16 is used for the assumed motion,

3. exp. 34, if the nonlinearity is included and
eq. 32 is used for the assumed motion.

The area under the impulse spectrum is determined by:

00

9e sin = =g cos ( g) +
CT 2 I+2 da)

0( 7TY)- (40)

This area depends on the wind speed u, ship speed V, ship

length L and the assumed motion. The root of this area is

written as:

O"j f7r CT2 f...dw C -c1/2)3 D (1

where C = the reduced factor for the Neumann-spectrum

24 ft 2 sec- 5

L = the length of the ship in feet

g = the gravitational acceleration

D = a dimensionless number

D is computed from the impulse spectrum as a function of the

assumed motion, of the Froude number v/ -g for the speed

of the ship and of the dimensionless parameter u/ W for

the wind speed.

For the assumed motion, the following must be

chosen:

In Case 1. only the time interval T (see exp.19a). (This
case is computed only as a basis for comparison.)

In Case 2. the time interval T and the acceleration b

(see exp.19b).

R-929
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In Case 3. the time interval T1, the acceleration b and the

time interval T2 (see exp. 34).

The impulse is a random value. If a Rayleigh dis-

tribution is assumed, the amplitude of the impulse therefore

amounts to:
SaC1/2 (L34 D (42)

g

where a = 0.886 for the mean value of the amplitudes

a = 1.41 for the average of the 1/3 highest amplitudes

j a = 1.80 for the average of the 1/10 highest amplitudes

a = 2.25 for the average of the 1/l0 highest
ampli tudes

In each case, the impulse must equal the left-hand

side of eq. 23. The damping term in this equation may be

neglected for many cases. In such cases, it follows from

eq. 23 and exp. 42 that:

5/4
1bT = (43)

or aCl/2L1/4 (44)

If the nonlinearity is excluded as in Case 1, the

value D is independent of the acceleration b. Then this

value D can be computed as a function of the Froude number,

the dimensionless wind speed and the time interval T.

Figure 4 shows the results of such a computation. The in-

crement of velocity (bT) can be determined from this figure

for any ship's length L and for any value, "a." If the non-

linearity is included as in Case 2, the left-hand side of

eq. 44 must be determined first. Only the left-hand side of

this equation depends on the assumed motion. Fig. 5 shows the

result of such a computation for Case 2. Fig.5 is valid only

for Fr=0.2/--and u2 /gL=l/3. But the assumed motion is

I
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varied by varying the parameters and T 4ft?. Now it

can be determined from this figure which assumed motion is

possible for a given right-hand side of eq. 44. For instance,

if a ship of L = 220 ft is given and 2.25 is chosen as factor
"a," the value of the right-hand side of eq. 44 amounts to:

- 32 5/4 17= 1.79

2.25 x 2411/2 x 2201/4

All points in Fig. 5 having an ordinate of 1.79 represent

for the given ship, Froude number and wind speed, an average

of the 1/100- highest motions. If 1.80 is chosen as the

value of the factor "a," the right-hand side of eq. 44 amounts

to 2.24 and all points in Fig. 5 having such an ordinate

represent an average of the 1/10-highest motions. Figure 6

shows both of these motions and it also shows the same

motions determined without the influence of the nonlinearity

and computed from Fig. 4. The same procedure is carried out

for other wind speeds and Froude numbers. Figure 7 shows

results analogous to Fig. 6 but for a more severe sea.

Figures 6 and 7 illustrate that the influence of

nonlinearity is stronger, the more severe the sea is or the

larger the factor "a" is. The average of the 1/100-highest

motions will be a larger motion than the average of the

1/10-highest motions and the influence of the nonlinearity

must be stronger for the larger motion. Therefore, the

ratio of the average of the 1/100-highest motions to the

average of the 1/10-highest motions is larger than the ratio of

the "a" values (2.25/1.80 = 1.25) for the nonlinear motion.

Figure 8 shows results for other wind speeds.

The damping term on the left-hand side of eq. 23 is

neglected in computations for Figs. 4 through 8. The motion

will be reduced by this term. It is supposed that this
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influence is unimportant for u2 /gL = 1/5 and 1/4 in Fig. 8,

Sbut may be important for u2 /gL = 1/3 and 1/2 in this figure.

However, this influence will be discussed later. Now it may

I be concluded only that for a Froude number of 0.2/J'r, the

increment of the velocity becomes very large for wind speeds

of u 2 /gL = 1/3 or more.

In the next step Case 3 is treated, that is, eq. 32

j is taken for the assumed motion. First the damping term on

the left-hand side of eq. 23 is neglected. Then eqs. 43 and

P44 must be fulfilled for this case. The difference compared

to Case 2 is only that T in these equations must be replaced

by T 1 and that the assumed motion is expressed in D by the

parameters b, T, and T2 . It appears best to use the results

already obtained for Case 2.

In Case 2 a probable motion xo = bT2 /2 or Xo = bT

I was obtained in the time interval T for given values of

the Froude number Fr, the wind speed u, the length of the

I ship L, and the value "a."

It is now asked what the impulse is, if it is

Sassumed that for the same pre-conditions, after the time

interval T = T1 , the ship runs with a constant velocity

(V + bT1 ). The following form of' eqs. 43 or 44 is used to

represent the results of such a computation:

bT 1~/2 L 1/4
a =- D (45)1t g5,

The right-hand side of this equation is computed

from the impulse spectrum and it is plotted versus the time

T2 A7L-in Fig. 9. The left-hand side of this equation is

determined from the assumed motion and plotted as dashed
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lines in this figure. Equation 45 is fulfilled only if the

corresponding curves in the figure agree.

This agreement may be close enough for the first

time interval. The results for this time interval do not

agree exactly with the corresponding results represented in

Figs. 6 to 8. The reason for this discrepancy is only that
to save time the computations are not repeated with the

parameters b and T which can be read from Fig. 8.

However, the agreement of corresponding curves in

Fig. 9 is not close enough for the time -r > TI.

In spite of these discrepancies, it can be con-

cluded that for the Froude number Fr = 0.2/ -2, the ship's

length L = 220 ft and for wind speeds of u 2 /gL = 1/5 and 1/4,

the ship will run with a higher speed only a short time. On

the other hand, it is possible that for u2 /gL = 1/3 and 1/2,

the real motion lies somewhere between the computed and the

assumed motion, and also that the ship will run with a higher

speed a long time.

It may be mentioned at this point that the curves

for the computed motion and for u2 /gL = 1/3 and 1/2 in Fig. 9

for a time T steadily increasing will reach a maximum and

after that will descend. However, further discussion should

include the influence of the damping term in eq. 23.

Furthermore, it may be mentioned that the assump-

tion for Case 3 seems to lead to very significant results

for behavior in an irregular sea.
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INFLUENCE OF SHIP'S RESISTANCE ON NONLINEAR BEHAVIOR

L The damping term on the left-hand side of eq. 23

is due to the resistance of the ship. This term is neglected

-. in the preceding numerical computation. But such an omission

is not allowable for cases in which the ship runs at a high

1.. speed for a long time.

Moreover, the increment of velocity may be very

[ large (big. 9) and therefore the linearized form of the

damping term used in eq. 23 may not be correct for such

large increments of velocity.

For estimating the influence of damping, a quad-

I ratic law is assumed for the resistance. The damping term

on the left-hand side of eq. 23 represents the difference

I between resistance R and propeller thrust T.

For the following computation it is assumed

R-T = [(V+ )2 - (46)
v2

where Rv = a constant value. This value will not equal the

resistance of the ship for the speed V because the ship's

propeller will run with about a constant number of revolu-

tions even when the ship is accelerated by the waves. The

value Rv in eq. 46 will therefore be larger than the resist-

ance for the speed V, and it must be determined by a resist-

ance test of a model equipped with a propeller running with

about a constant number of revolutions.

The left-hand side of eq. 13 is replaced by:

S+ --Rv [(V+ko)2 V2] = o+-Rv (2V+ + 2
0 mV2  mV2  0

j (47)
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For Case 3, which has already been treated, a

motion determined by eq. 32 is assumed:

Xo = bT for 0 : T gT

x = bT1  for Tl.%g T2

The integration of eq. 47, similar to the integra-

tion of the left-hand side of eq. 14, leads to:

Td b Rk2 2V(T 2 --- )+bT T 2 -•T 1

J + -- 2V c ) dT = bT 1 i+ m V_ L). J

0 (48)

The left-hand side of eq. 23 will therefore be re-

placed by eq. 48. The frequency cw does not appear in this

expression and therefore it is only necessary in eq. 43 to

45 to divide D by

1+ Rv2 L2V( T , + ~bTl (T _2 T.,T)] (49)

or, represented by nondimensional values:

i v• [2 Fr(T2 -L+ bT (T
mgFr 2 L V-_

(50)

The new parameter v is introduced. Unfortu-
mgF r

nately the magnitude of this parameter will vary for different

ships. Therefore, the following numerical results will show

only a general trend, and these results should not be used

for any actual ship. R/mgPFr2= 0.15 is used for the follow-

ing numerical computations. This may be a large value, but
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it must be remembered that the influence of the propeller is

included in this value.

Figure 10 is obtained by dividing the computed val-
ues plotted in Fig.9 by the factor from exp. 50. A comparison of

the two figures shows that the influence of the damping term

1. is relatively small during the first time interval but that

it is of great importance for the next time interval. Again

j it can be seen from Fig. 10 that in a mild sea, a high speed

is possible only for a short time. It should be considered

accidental that for u2 /gL = 1/3 the computed motion is so

close to the assumed motion. If the increment of velocity

for u2 /gL = 1/3 and 1/2 in Fig. 10 appears unrealistically

high, it should be remembered that analogous results were

presented in refs. 2 and 3 for the case in regular waves.

j Also in ref. 2, a very high increment of velocity was found

for a severe sea and even in ref. 3 a relatively high incre-

ment was found, even though a mild sea was used in the ex-

periments. For instance, in Fig. 14 of ref. 3 an increment

of bT =0.166 is found for a wave speed of 8.9 ft/sec

although the ratio of wave height to wave length was only

1: 41.

AN ESTIMATE OF THE MAXIMUM DURATION OF A RUN
WITH A HIGHER SPEED THAN THE CALM WATER SPEED

Figure 10 indicates that when u2 /gL = 1/3 and 1/2,

it is possible for the ship to maintain a high speed for a

long interval. For, cases in which the second time interval

(T 2 - Tj) is very long, it appears possible to make an

estimate of this time interval by a simple method.

SUsing the case of u2 /gL = 1/2 in Fig. 10 as an

example, the problem is to determine the time at which the

I curves of the computed motion and the assumed motion will

intersect. The method used in this section is not expectedI
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to result in a very accurate estimate, but a rough approxima-

tion only. Nevertheless, the results should help broaden

our understanding of the nonlinear behavior of a ship.

The method of estimation is based on the fact that

the factor T,2 (122 + Y2
2 ) in the impulse spectrum for a

long time (T 2 - T1 ) can be approximated by (see exps. 34 and

35):

sin (T2 - Tj) (-1 + + lT1 b
T1

2 (122 + Y2
2 ) 7g

S(-i + V + WT 1  1(51)
This is because for

(-l + OV + wT 1 L)-4 0 (52)

g g

the part of T1
2 (122 + Y2

2 ) represented by eq. 51 becomes a

very large value. Although this part of T,2 (122 + Y2 2 ) de-

creases quickly, if wn becomes smaller or larger as is needed

for exp. 52, this part will be the dominant part in the cases

mentioned. The integrand inexp. 40 will be relatively small

for all values of cu except a very small range near

0 -Y+ 1j _ 77b (53)
g g

For such a condition it will be allowable to re-

place exp. 40 by:

2_e

7r C T,2 e o sin(o 0 (o .)cos( (o]
2 _ g_ \_ _ _ \

0 + (w2L/2g) 3

Ssin[o (T 2 -T 1 ) (-l+ 2 + Y TL +

WoT - + ?-+ d•T

-00 
(54)
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The integration is carried out and the following

is obtained:

rL W2L
sin 0" cos o_

9. 9• C (T' 2 -T 1) e u 0o =i 7g- 4 \

I- (g) (55)
The factor from exp.50 for the left-hand side of

eq. 23 is approximated for a very large value of T2 by

Ig2 (T2 -T1 ) ( (56)

Now, both of these approximations are used to

establish the following equation in place of eq. 43:

bT 1  r (T 2 -T 1 ) (2F )+ bT(7

mgr2 r ý /- (57)
- 2g2

97r2 C(T2 -Tl)e u wo sin(-) Cos-

0)0 L1 ( ~L )3
The time interval (T 2 - T1 ) follows from that

equation:

(T 2 -Tl) 187r2 a 2 Cgs/2 ra Fra)2 e u 0a°L

v5/ ( (it u (58)

sin 2•g/

1 2 o
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These results are plotted in Fig. 11 versus(w2L/2g).

In the upper part of this figure, the increment of velocity

computed from eq. 53 is plotted and in the lower part the

time computed from eq. 58 is plotted.

The following three steps must be made in order to

understand Fig. llt

1. It must be determined to which increment of
velocity the ship can be accelerated by the sea. Such a
determination will lead to results like those plotted in
Figs. 5 to 8.

2. The value w2 L/2g must be determined from the
0

upper part of Fig. 11 for the increment of velocity Just
found.

3. An estimate of the time for the run of the ship
at increased speed can be obtained for this value of0 2 L/2g .k
from the lower part of Fig. 11.

For instance, for the case u 2 /gL = 1/2 represented

in Fig. 10, the increment of velocity produced in the first

interval amounts to 0.35. For this increment the value 2.04

for W2L/2g is obtained from the upper part of Fig. 11 and

for the same abscissa, the time (T2 - Tj) = 73.5 is

determined. Therefore, both curves plotted in Fig. 10 for

u 2 /gL = 1/2 will intersect after the very long time of 73.5

and the real motion may lie anywhere between the two plotted
motions. The same procedure delivers a time (T2 - T)1)Vg=I0 41

for the case u2/gL = 1/3 represented in Fig. 10.

For the other cases, u /gL = 1/4 and 1/5, this
estimate is not possible because the increment of velocity

produced in the first time interval is too small and lies

outside of Fig. 11.

Figure 11 may also be used to find the increment of

velocity which will result in the longest run at high speed.
The probability of such a long run occurring is somewhat

I
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smaller than that implied by the factor "a." This is because

the equation used in this computation is subject only to the

condition that the assumed motion and the computed motion

coincide at the end points of the time interval. The proba-

bility could be maintained only if the assumed and computed

motions were the same over the entire time interval. On the

other hand, it might be possible to estimate the decrease in

the probability of obtaining a long run, but it is believed

I. that the results of such an estimate would not be of great

importance.

CONCLUSIONS

1 1. It appears impossible to determine the surging

motion in a severe following sea without including the non-

I linearity in such a determination.

2. An enormous change in the trend of the surging motion

I due to the nonlinearity seems possible.

3. A large increase in speed and a run at this higher

speed over a relatively long interval of time can be pro-

duced by a following sea on a ship running slower than the

i dominant waves.

4. The increment of speed and the duration of the run

at higher speed can be estimated by the method described here.

5. The surging motion itself is not dangerous for the

ship. But it is believed that the nonlinear surging motion

treated here may be connected with dangerou3 motions in other

modes. It is believed that the treatment of surging motion

presented here will provide a valuable starting point for

future investigations of other more dangerous motions.

i.
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BROACHING OF A SHIP IN A SEVERE
IRREGULAR FOLLOWING OR QUARTERING SEA

INTRODUCTION

Broaching of ships in severe following or quarter-

ing seas has been observed and examples of broaching are

described in ref. 3. Broaching of a ship is very dangerous

and must be avoided. Therefore it is important to know the

conditions which lead to such an occurrence.

The problem was discussed in connection with non-

linear surging motion in refs. 2 and 3. However, broaching

is a very complicated problem and not even an approximate

solution is known.

Some aspects of the problem are discussed in this

part of the report. Neither a complete solution nor a com-

plete representation can be presented. However, discussion

of the problem appears justified because results for non-

linear surging motion in an irregular sea are now available.

The problem is discussed for only a long-crested

sea and also for only small heading angles. It is hoped that

the reasons for broaching can be recognized by an investiga-

tion within these specified limits.

THE EXCITING FORCES FOR THE SURGING, SWAYING
AND YAWING MOTIONS

It is assumed that the important nonlinearities are

not connected with the determination of the exciting forces

but with the solutions of the equations of motion. In

particular, it is assumed that the important nonlinearities

are connected with the displacement of the ship relative to

the wave pattern. This was demonstrated in part I for the

surging motion in a following sea.
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No new method is used in determining the exciting
forces. Certainly, there are difficult hydrodynamic problems

connected with an accurate determination of these forces.

However, the aim of this report is not to treat these hydro-

dynamic problems but to treat the nonlinear equations of

motion. Therefore, only the Froude-Kryloff hypothesis is
1. used for determining the exciting forces. It should be

mentioned that the computation of the surging force in this

way is supposed to be a good approximation, while it is
thought that the yawing moment and the swaying force computed

Sin this way will be too small. This supposition is supported
by the fact that, for a two-dimensional body in a beam wave,

I the computed swaying force is too small if the Froude-Kryloff

hypothesis is used for such a computation. If the swaying

force or yawing moment is computed by this simple method, it

is estimated that the result should be multiplied by a factor

of 2. Although the exciting forces resulting from the

Froude-Kryloff hypothesis are used for the numerical results,

the foregoing remarks about such results should be borne in

mind.

Analogous to eq. 3, the following equations are

used for the exciting forces in a regular quartering sea
(see Fig. 12):

2W •2x WV t

surging force = C os? V fxx(L os -

swaying force = 7T sin* V fyy(L S OS 0 t+

2h __ F . x _V tyawing moment= T 7 sink VLf ZZlgCO- T+ in
yawingT zz s# L 01o*ý*go

I (59)

1
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It will be permissible to replace cos ?P by 1.0 and

sin 4 by ?P for a small range of the heading angle 4.

The force functions of (•)are real functions for a

body symmetrical about the midship section. Furthermore,

the functions fxx( .)and f (X) will be identical. For ay~ (r

parabolic sectional area curve, the following expressions

are valid:

f (I2)0fxx(L) =fyy( =3w 2

2 2 ,

ý=g 1(60)

These expressions for the exciting forces are used

for the following numerical computations.

For the case in a long-crested irregular sea,

eqs. 59 are replaced by the following:

Fx = surging force = V cos cos 0X- W (1- •)t+ ac(W)

0

r2- f; (X ) dw9 2 xxr

Fy =swaying force = Vsin 0 CO Wo •2Xo - co(I- -- ) t + (G)

0

9 2 X

o L-S

(eq. 61 con't on next pg)
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II Fz Y w n W m o m e n t V L i n 4 s n W X ()

0

i r -- 2 (z )
ý7z L) d c1e (61)

It is important to note that the following ratio

depends only on the heading angle in an irregular long-crested

sea as well as in regular waves.

swaying force = tan

surging force

Nondimensional spectra are computed assuming a

Neumann spectrum for the long-crested irregular sea and

I plotted versus w in Fig. 13.

I EQUATIONS OF THE SWAYING AND YAWING MOTIONS

I For investigations of coursekeeping or steering in

calm water, the following linearized equations are commonly

j used:

-myn + (mx - r)_ - Y#3 = Y66 (62)

ns - N r N 65

As a criterion of course stability in calm water,

the following condition is known:

YPNr+ (m -Yr)N <O (63)

Now it must be decided what supplements are needed

for a realistic investigation of the behavior in a severe

irregular quartering sea. First the following nondimensional

expressions for the exciting swaying force and exciting yawing

moment must be added to eq. 62:
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to the first equation:
--- Y- M sin CO Co('ý o1- ED t + x ,y ( a),

=LV r) ( r d4 f2x!L dw
pLH F 2 r COS f

of 9

to the second equation: (64)

F = f-- sinfsin 0 C( - 2•) t +a(w ') f 2z z, d dco

PL2 1WV T F 2  J L g 2  zzL2 r 0 "

Another supplement appears necessary. In finding

eqs. 62 in ref. 5, a constant speed of the ship is asesimed.

However, a ship in waves always will be accelerated or

decelerated in the longitudinal direction. The influence of

such an acceleration is included in eqs. 4 in ref. 5 and it

is evident that this influence will be important for the

discussions in this report. The nondimensional expression

V is used by Davidson in ref. 5 for the acceleration in a

longitudinal direction. In part I of this report, the

acceleration b equals the right-hand side of eq. 23 if the

damping term is neglected. Using this result, the non-

dimensional acceleration amounts to:

V/ bM 1 Cos [•Xo - w (1- i) t+O() (X)
- -2 J 9 0~ ~ r92d

V2 Fr (65)

The supplemented equations now can be written as:

V/
-my-?-•- my3 + (mx-Yr) -Yý Y66 - rnxy V/

nz V'+ nz" NrAP N
N6_ - N(B - =2

0 -o l~ta(olrL 2~cJ

0 (66)j
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It is believed that these supplements are suffi-

[ cient for a discussion of broaching.

The equations are pseudolinear because the

coefficients of two terms in each equation are non-constant,

being dependent on time. It is not possible to linearize
ths equations and still achieve the objectives of ti

report. A complete solution of these equations is not known

[ and it is not the intent of this report to develop such a

solution.

I AN ESTIMATE OF COURSE KEEPING
IN A SEVERE FOLLOWING OR QUARTERING SEA

I An attempt could be made to replace the non-

constant coefficients in the equations by harmonic functions.

However, a study of Fig. 13 shows that such an approximation

would lead to a frequency for the exciting yawing moment

I different than that for the surging or swaying exciting force.
Therefore a solution of the equation would be very complicated

for such an assumption.

Another simplification of the problem will be used

for a rough estimate. To estimate the influence of the yaw-

ing exciting moment, a ship running with a constant speed

determined by a Froude number of about 0.44 is considered.

Figure 13 shows that for such a run the average period of the

yawing exciting moment will be the largest possible period.

I The influence of the yawing moment is supposed to be the

largest for this case (because the frequency of encounter

[ then equals zero for wV/9= 2.3) . Then the coefficient of the

yawing exciting moment in eq. 66 is replaced by a constant

L_ coefficient:

r 2

I.B
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During the same time interval the surging and swaying excit-

ing forces are unknown. Perhaps the probability for dif-

ferent forces connected with the moment of exp. 67 could be

found by a complicated investigation. This will not be

attempted, however, and therefore the forces are neglected

for the case considered here. In reality, the course keeping

will be improved in some cases and deteriorated in other

cases by these forces. Therefore, in some cases the course

keeping will be worse than estimated when neglecting surging

or swaying exciting forces.

Steering is necessary to avoid an unstable run of

the ship. The simplest assumption is chosen for steering.

That is, the rudder angle 6 is proportional to the difference

between the heading angle * to the waves and the desired

heading angle *0 o:

6 = -Y -? o) (68)

The minimum factor y for steering, to avoid an unstable run

of the ship, will be computed and used as a yardstick for the

possibilities of steering in the cases discussed.

Now, the first very simplified case follows:

-my Y + (mx-Yr)gI - Yj= Y= (*-*o)

nz-N A - N =N -)mx a/dw (69)

Fr g

"a" is chosen as 2.25 for the average of the 1/100 most

severe cases. The spectrum is taken as in Fig. 13. The

ship's parameters are taken from ref. 6 and ships A and C

mentioned in this reference are chosen. Then the equations

deliver the following minimum factorY:

LI
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for ship A for ship C
for Fr=20.45; y mrin. = 0.51 0.82

. for gr = ; Fr=0.441; min. = 0.42 0.67

u2  1
for g = ; Fr=0. 43; min. = 0.36 0.58

Another case is discussed before any conclusions

are drawn from these results. A constant acceleration of

the ship, and therefore also a constant swaying exciting

force is possible, over a relatively long time interval, even

for a low ship speed. That is shown in Fig. 10 for a Froude

number of 0.142. Such an accelerated run of a ship is con-

sidered as the next case. The yawing exciting moment is

unknown during such an accelerated run. This moment is

therefore neglected. The same remarks mentioned in the pre-

ceding case for neglecting the forces could now be made for

neglecting the moments. For this second very simplified case,

the following equations are used:

-my-7 - myA'+ (mx-Yr)*-Y = Y6 (@-Po)-mxP-V (70)

Vn •+ nz - N -NrNJV =N(@-V°)

where V a 1(X do (71)

r g
The computations are carried out for the same ship's

parameter as in the preceding case. The following results for

the necessary factor y are obtained:

for ship A for ship C1.fru 2 =1Vmi. 1. .

foUr g- =; Fr=O.1 42; = 8.7;ymin. 1.0 2.4
U 2 1V1

for g- =; F r=0.142; -7 = 5.8; -y min. 0.9 2.1
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The minimum factor Y is much larger for this case

than for the preceding one. Therefore it is concluded that
the latter case is more important if broaching is considered.

It could be demonstrated that an accelerated run

lasts even longer for a smaller Froude number than for a

larger one. However, there will be a limit. If the Froude

number decreases under this limit, only a short accelerated

run will be possible. The problem of course keeping will be

the most severe for a ship running with the afore-mentioned

limiting Froude number. There are two reasons for this con-

clusion: 1) the time interval for the accelerated run is
the longest possible; 2) the nondimensional expressions for
V/

or for the exciting forces are the largest possible.

The minimum factor- ynecessary for this limiting

Froude number will be larger than the above computed factor

for Fr = 0.142.

Already the factor 7 for Fr = 0.142 appears to be

very large. Furthermore, it appears as a result of this

estimate that the heading angle will grow rapidly during the

accelerated run. This growth will be intensified because at
the beginning of the accelerated run the rudder angle will be

too small due to a relatively quiet run of the ship prior to

the accelerated run.

The accelerated run lasts only a limited time

interval. This time interval is estimated to be too short

for broaching to occur. However, the heading angle will be

larger at the end of this time interval than at the beginning.

Broaching will occur if a run with a constant but increased

speed follows the accelerated run. Although then the surging

force is needed to overcome the increased ship's resistance,

a swaying force also exists in this second time interval.
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The following equations must be used for this

second time interval instead of eq. 70:

0 -• •'2•• L (72)

n z N A3 - Nr/- =

The following mimimum factor - computed from these equations
amounts to:

2 for ship A for ship C

for g- =. ; Fr=0o.4 8 ; 7 min. 0.43 0.78

for ug = ; F=0.47; y min. 0.31 0.55

This minimum factor y appears to be too large for ship C and

therefore it is concluded that broaching cannot be prevented

for ship C in such seas.

CONCLUSIONS

The course keeping of a ship in a severe following

or quartering sea is discussed only in a rough fashion. How-

ever, the following conclusions appear to be justified:

1. The surging and swaying exciting forces are more
important for broaching than the yawing exciting moment.

2. Broaching probably will be more severe for a slow running
than for a fast running ship, provided that the slow running
ship still can be accelerated by the sea to the dominant wave
speed (see Appendix).

3. Broaching is more probable for a ship course-unstable
in calm water than for a ship course-stable in calm water.

4. The suspected connection between broaching and the
nonlinear surging motion is confirmed by conclusion 2.

5. The criterion for an acceleration of the ship to the
dominant wave speed can be used as an important criterion for
broaching. This criterion will be more severe for a slow
running ship than for a faster running ship.
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6. The method developed in Part I can be used for

determining this criterion. U
The most interesting of these conclusions is the

second one. To emphasize this conclusion, it is added that

a ship running with the dominant wave speed in a severe

following irregular sea is extremely hard to steer and steer-

ing control may be lost at times. The tendency to broach

will always be present, but a severe yawing motion and tendency

for broaching are not necessarily the same. Broaching is a

more spontaneous motion and connected with an impetuous

surging motion. Therefore it appears possible that the most

severe broaching tendency will occur for a ship running with

a speed slower than the dominant wave speed.

RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Model tests to validate the results predicted in Part I.

2. Determine the effect of hull form on the parameters used
in Part I.

3. Determine the upper limit curve for broaching(see Appendix).

4. Determine the effect of hull form on broaching.

5. Investigate the rolling motion connected with broaching. j
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NOMENCLATURE

a coefficient for the average 1 highest values

n

b acceleration

b amplitude of acceleration in regular waves

C coefficient for the Neumann spectrum

Fr - Froude numberFr -fg--

Fxx, Fyy, Fzz exciting forces

f (_k nondimensional coefficients for exciting

• forces in regular waves

fzz(,)

g gravitational acceleration

h(x,t) displacement of the water surface in the
vertical direction

hwave amplitude of a regular wave

H draft

I moment of inertiaz

L length of the ship i
Nx Myy, Izz added masses and added moments of inertia

zz1mx=m+Mx
•L 2 H,

nondimensional total masses

L 2 H

S*L2 H

m mass

N coefficient of damping force for the surging
motion

R-929
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NANP, Nr, N6  nondimensional hydrodynamic moment coeffi-Ii cients

nz= z +1 zz nondimensional moment of inertia
SL'H

r(co) spectrum of a long-crested irregular sea

R ship resistance

R a constant value which corresponds to the
v effective resistance of a ship driven by a

propeller running at constant speed

1T propeller thrust

jt, T, T time or time intervals

u wind speed

j V mean velocity for which calm water
resistance = propeller thrust

I x, y, z coordinates

x 0 displacement of the surging motion

I YA' Yr' Y6  nondimensional hydrodynamic lateral force
coefficients

I circle frequency referring to a fixed
coordinate system

We freqency of encounter

p density of water

X wave length of a regular wave

V displacement

heading angle from the direction of the
regular or long-crested irregular sea

*0 desired heading angle

1 6 rudder angle

y rudder angle coefficient for a simple auto-
matic steering

arbitrary phase angle
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APPENDIX

In the conclusions of the second section it is

established that: "Broaching will be more severe for a slow

running ship than for a fast running ship, provided that the

I slow running ship can be accelerated by the sea to the

"dominant wave speed."

[ Figure 14 is prepared to determine the limit for

an acceleration to a dominant wave speed. The curves plotted

in Fig. 14 are computed as described in Part 1 for the follow-

ing increment of velocity:

Lbt- = V (73)

-=g 3.1 can be computed for this increment of velocity from
eq. 53. Figure 11 then shows that a run with an increased

speed is probable for an adequate time interval. Therefore,

an acceleration of the ship--and after that a run with an in-

creased speed--will be possible if the windspeed is larger

than plotted in Fig. 14,

Figure 14 shows only the limit for an acceleration
to a dominant wave speed. But it is concluded from the dis-

cussions in Part 2 that the limit for an acceleration to a

dominant wave speed may also be the limit for broaching.

Figure 14 also shows the acceleration b for the plotted

wind speed.

From Fig. 14 it may be concluded that:

1. If a ship runs with a velocity less than the
limit speed, it cannot be accelerated to a dom-
inant wave speed and broaching cannot occur.

2. If a ship runs with a velocity near to the limit
speed, broaching will not occur often, but when
it does, it will be very severe.L 3. If a ship runs with a velocity greater than the
limit speed, broaching will occur more frequent-

j.ly but not as severely.

A-R-929 I
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4. If a ship runs with a velocity much greater
than the limit speed, it will frequently be
accelerated to the dominant wave speed, but
broaching may not occur because the incre-
ment of speed can only be small and because
the hydrodynamic forces on the body and the
rudder will be sufficient to maintain a
steady course. There must exist, therefore,
an upper velocity limit for broaching.

5. Broaching will not arise in a mild sea.
Therefore the limit curve for a mild sea may
not be meaningful.

The treatment in Part 2 is not sufficient for deter-

mining the limits mentioned in points 4 and 5 above. A further

study is therefore necessary to determine the limits, the

influence of the ship form on these limits and the effects

discussed in this paper, and, further, to confirm these

limits by model tests.

0i
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